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f ?????? Poiseuille?f = 64/Re?? Blasius equations





   Air flow through microtubes with diameters ranging from 0.287 to 0.409 mm was 
investigated experimentally. By the precisely image-processing analysis, all our glass 
microtubes had the roundness deviation less than 4?. Using the Alpha-step profiler, 
the average surface roughness of the microtube inner wall was found below 
15nm.Pressure drop and flow rates were measured to analyze the flow 
characteristics.  
The experimental results indicate that friction factor f obtained from Fanno-line flow 
function agree well with Poiseuille (f = 64/Re) and Blasius (f = 0.316/Re0.25) 
equations in laminar and turbulent flow. 
 



















1990? J.Pfahler & J.Harley et al. [1]???????????????????????








?? ????????? 250? 20000????????? f×Re??? 49.35~51.56???
?????? 64?????????? f?????????????2000 < Re < 6000?? 
f = 0.302/ Re0.25????????????????????????? 


































64=laminarf                  (2) 
flaminar??????????? 
? 4000 < Re < 100000????????????? Blasius correlation? 
25.0Re
316.0=Blasiusf                (3)                             
fBlasuis??????????? 
???????????????????????????????????? M?
???????????????????? Fanno-line flow????? M=1??????
?? M????? f?????? 
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f ? ??????????? 
M ? ??? 
k  ? ????? 1.4 
Lmax ? ??????????? 
D  ? ??????? 
????????? 
?????? 1???????????????????????????????
?(Aalborg Instruments & Controls)???????????????? 10?m??????
????????????????????????????????????????




    ???????????????? 287µm(?? 124mm?94mm)? 409µm (??
119mm?75mm)???????? 3?????????????????????? (Least 
Squares Circle. LSC)????????????????????? 4%?????????
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Lf −=       (7) 
???????????????? f ? 
?? Fanno-line flow ???????????? 5?8??Re<2300???????
_
f ?
Re ???????????????????????????? 79?? 4000<Re<10000
????????????????? Blasius correlation (Eq.3)????????????
2300<Re<4000 ???????????????????????????? Fanno-line 
flow ??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? 
??? 1991 ? Choi[2]? 1995 ? Duli Yu[3]?????????????? Fanno-line 
flow ????????????????????? 9???Re<2300??f×Re?????
? 89?72?79?????????? Poiseuille equation???? 64??????? B. Sobhan
???????????? 2300<Re<4000 ??????????????? Blasius 
correlation?????????????????????Fanno-line flow ????????
?? Choi? Duli Yu???????????????? 50µm???????? Re=2300
????????????????????????????????????????? 
???????????????????????????????????????
??? ±2 %???????????????????????? ±1 %???????? 










f ?????? Poiseuille?f = 
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D=0.287mm - L=94mm 
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inlet outlet inlet outlet roundness 








Flow rate 2.0 
Pressure drop 2.0 
Temperature 2.0 
Reynolds number 2.06 
Mean friction 
factor
_
f  
2.29 
  
